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› Acrylic sign holders to hold QR code menu 
signs

› Antimicrobial pens

› Antimicrobial styluses for keying in orders 
on a touchscreen

› Branded souvenir growlers and other 
reusable drinkware for liquor delivery and 
takeout

› Do-not-use chair covers for bar area 

› Counter mats

› Disposable bags for takeout

› Disposable or promotional face masks

› Disposable menus

› Door clings or entrance signage with 
instructions

› Floor graphics

› Hands-free sanitiser stations at entrances

› Imprinted directional floor decals or mats

› Imprinted to-go cups

› Pedestal signs

› Pads of numbered sticky notes for

drive-through orders 

› Promotional magnets to tuck in to-go 
orders with contact info

› Promotional stickers for takeaway orders 
with contact info

› Reusable imprinted totes for takeout

› Table tent cards

› Table-Not-In-Use barricade tape

› Uniforms

› Vinyl banners

Dining & restaurants

Whether people are dining in or taking advantage of takeout, there are many supplies that can help make the 
process a safe one. Protective products will help customers feel comfortable and keep them coming back for 
more delicious dining experiences. Use this list to make sure you have everything you need.

Prepare to safely bring back employees
As companies start to reopen, it’s important to make sure your business is prepared. It is 
recommended that people continue to follow the following practices to ensure a safe and 
smooth transition:

› Social distancing (specifically, staying 1.5meters away from
others when you must go into a shared space)

› Frequently washing hands or use alcohol-based (at least 70% 
alcohol) hand sanitiser when soap and water are not available

› Wearing cloth face coverings

› Avoiding touching eyes, nose, and mouth

› Staying home when sick

› Cleaning and disinfecting frequently touched
objects and surfaces

We have a variety of products that will help you follow these guidelines, and they can even be branded to your 
business to encourage camaraderie amongst employees and your surrounding community.

Get what you need to get back to business
In order to get back to work, businesses need to adapt to new ways of doing 
business. This means making sure you have all the necessary tools to keep employees 
and customers safe. No matter what kind of business it is, changes will need to be 
made, and these checklists are here to help.
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